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decision to throw himself unreservedly into the arms of Spain
came at a time when Frederick's cause was desperate, for he was
put under the ban of the empire, and his electorate was con-
ferred on Maximilian of Bavaria. James's urgent representations
that Philip should intervene at Vienna to stay the course of
events received only procrastinating replies. By the end of 1622
Frederick had lost every foot of his native land.
Meanwhile the marriage negotiations were proceeding so
slowly that Prince Charles set out with Buckingham for Madrid
in order to conduct his wooing in person. That romantic errand
was as remarkable for the extraordinary complacency of the
prince as for the naiveti that inspired it. Charles, in addition
to agreeing that his wife should have the sole charge of their
children till they were twelve, that her chapel should be open
to all Englishmen, and that a bishop and twenty priests should
be attached to her household and be exempt from the law of
the land, also gave assurance of the immediate suspension of the
penal laws and their repeal by parliament within three years.1
Nevertheless pledges that could certainly never be redeemed
did not suffice to bring the match to a happy conclusion, for
the Spaniards refused to allow the infanta to leave for England
until a period of probation should have revealed whether the
catholics had enjoyed the promised freedom of private worship.
This was too much. Charles's patience, already strained by his
complete failure to induce the Spaniards to move a finger cm
behalf of his brother-in-law Frederick, wore so thin that after
wearisome delays some plain speaking took place. The. prince
asked Philip's chief minister, Olivarcs, *if the emperor proves
refractory will the king, your master, assist us with arms to
reduce him to reasonable terms?' *No*, replied Olivures, *we
have a maxim of state that the king of Spain must never fight
against the emperor.9 'Look to it, sir*, .said Charles, *for if you
hold yourself to that, there is an end of all; for without this you
may not rely upon either marriage or friendship/2 Thus the
rock on which the Spanish alliance split was the Palatinate,
Charles was willing to yield virtually everything that was asked
in the interest of English catholics, and thereby to sacrifice the
penal laws, but he was unwilling that his marriage should entail
the irretrievable ruin of his sister. In this he was at one with his
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